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S u m m a r y 

Based on existing surge data measured in the coastal area of Westerland/Sylt, physical principles of storm 
surf are investigated using the model of resonant basin oscillations including reflection and anomalous dispersion 
phenomena. Contrary to respective previous publications, which are dealing with the averaged anomalous dispersion 
effect (ADE) considering nearly the whole energy containing frequency range, particular attention has been paid on 
special spots of resonance. The latter are characterized by maximum gradients dc/df > 0, which even better comply 
with the analogue of resonant absorption of electromagnetic waves.  

Two different model conceptions had been found appropriate with respect to (partial) standing waves forming 
elements of resonant basin oscillations.  

In natural field conditions: Incident waves from the sea (stimulator) resonating with partial standing half-
waves in a definable water basin (resonator), and  

in a scale model: The wave maker (stimulator) resonating with partial standing quarter-waves in the wave 
tank (resonator). 

At high energetic storm surges, besides multimodal energy spectra even a broad unimodal energy-spectrum can 
be represented by multiple neighboring spots of resonances together with alternating sequences of normal and anom-
alous dispersion.  

The occurrence of partial standing waves of considerable extent is supporting the author´s finding of a „storm 
wave resonance“. Local sand removal rates have been estimated as 1.5m/h at heavy storm surges. 

Z u s a m m e n f a s s u n g 

Auf der Grundlage vorhandener Sturmflut-Messdaten aus dem Bereich der Uferlinie vor 
Westerland werden Gegebenheiten der Sturmbrandung am Modell resonanter Beckenschwin-
gungen hinsichtlich der Ausprägung von Reflexion, Resonanz und anomaler Dispersion unter-
sucht.  

Im Unterschied zu diesbezüglichen früheren Publikationen, die den Effekt der anomalen 
Dispersion (ADE) bezüglich eines vorgegebenen Frequenzbandes als globales Phänomen behan-
delt hatten, ist das Augenmerk auf ausgezeichnete Resonanzstellen der spektralen Peaks gerichtet. 
Letztere sind jeweils durch einen maximalen Gradienten dc/df > 0 gekennzeichnet, womit die 
Analogie zur Resonanzabsorption elektromagnetischer Wellen noch dezidierter erfüllt ist. Hinsichtlich 
der Positionierung partiell stehender Wellen als Elemente resonanter Beckenschwingungen werden 
dabei zwei unterschiedliche Modellvorstellungen unterschieden.  

In der Natur : die Resonanz der von See kommenden Wellen (Erreger) mit partiell stehenden Halb-
wellen in einem abgrenzbaren Beckenvolumen (Resonator) und  

im verkleinerten Modell : die Resonanz des Wellenerzeugers (Erreger) mit partiell stehenden Viertel-
wellen im Wellenkanal (Resonator). 

Neben multimodalen Energiedichtespektren können auch (breite) monomodale Energie-
dichtespektren bei resonanten Beckenkonfigurationen mehrere benachbarte Resonanzstellen reprä-
sentieren, wobei zugehörige Abschnitte anomaler und normaler Dispersion im gesamten Frequenz-
bereich hoher Energiedichten einander abwechseln.  

Das Auftreten partiell stehender Wellen bedeutenden Ausmaßes unterstützt die These des 
Autors von der „Sturmwellenresonanz“. Örtliche Abbruchraten von der Randdüne Westerland 
werden für extreme Sturmflutwasserstände zu 1,5m/h abgeschätzt.  
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1. I n t r o d u c t i o n 

Since coastal research work concentrates on laboratory investigations using prototype 

scale 1:1 to be carried out in large scale facilities, natural time sequences of wave measurements 

have been documented relatively seldom. Hence, the lack of knowledge on extreme natural 

conditions has not been reduced sufficiently since the 1970ties.  

Therefore the author once again refers to the inspection of the storm surge event of De-

cember 13 and 14, 1973 on Sylt Island / North Sea [1]. 

Under the topic of “Energy Dissipation Processes Of Surf Zones”, then at the first time 

in Germany, electronic pressure devices and current meters had been placed in the surf zone. 

Especially the author´s measurements had been stored on magnetic tape with the advantage 

that the data could be analyzed at a high level of reliability in using automatic devices exclusively 

[2]. 

In particular the water level elevations had been measured synchronously at two stations 

15m apart from each other in a coast perpendicular measuring profile (at distances 100m and 

85m from the foreshore dune) to be seen from Fig.01, see also Appendices 4.1 and 4.2. 

 

Fig.01: Measuring profile Westerland, North Sea/ Sylt Island, 1973. Surf zone measuring 

stations 100m and 85m versus foreshore stations S1 and S2. 
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In the past related data had been published by the author associated with the following 

topics: 

 

1974  Data Analysis, Water Levels, Orbital Velocities, Normalized Energy Spectra 

[1], [2]; 

1975, 1976 Surf Spectra, Co-cumulative energy spectra [3], [4];  

1978, 1979 Wave Deformation, Anomalous Dispersion [5], [6], [7]; 

1980 Anomalous Dispersion due to flow-induced Frequency Shifts [8], [9]; 

1982, 1983 Resonance Absorption Analogue Electromagnetic Waves [10], [11]; 

1996 Different Anomalous Dispersion Effects [12], [13]; 

2003, 2005 Wave Basin Resonances. [14], [15]. 

 

Measurements at that time had been marked by high energetic surf spectra (cf. Annex 

4.3), forming the basis for calculating transfer functions between both tide-gauge records.  

As a result phase velocity spectra [5] had been found, showing the gradient dc/df > 0 contradicting 

the classical dispersion relation. 

Fig.02: Water levels, wind speeds and wind directions at List/Sylt  

and surf wave energies at Westerland/Sylt  

during storm surges on December 13-14, 1973. 
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On this matter error calculations had been performed by Büsching, F. & Speranski, N. S., 

also considering field investigations by other researchers. As a result the reliability of the anom-

alous dispersion effect (ADE) could be related to two frequency ranges, separated by the spec-

tral peak frequency fP.  

Especially the ADE at f > fP was recognized as a second order effect, whereas at f < fP 

the ADE is accompanied by partial standing waves, [12] [13]. On account of the fact that the 

low frequency ADE had shown to be significantly pronounced at heavy storm surge action at 

Sylt Island, the author had found it necessary to discuss the analogy on resonance absorption of 

electromagnetic waves once again, since such an analogy had been proved with respect to basin 

oscillations in the wave tank of Bielefeld University of Applied Sciences (BUAS) [14].  

The analogue issue normally is recognized in the fact that at both kinds of waves (electro-

magnetic and water waves) there are frequency ranges at which resonance, absorption and anomalous 

dispersion occur together. 

Although such resonance behavior combined with an ADE had been found by the author in 

a wave tank, whose front and rear ends had simply been approximated by vertical walls [14], 

the thesis of resonance could even be reinforced by applying boundary conditions closer to the 

real inclined ones at the rear end: the used basin configuration had been found appropriate for 

rather steep slopes [16], [17], because phase jumps  (= phase shifts between incident and 

reflected waves) had been observed at the reflection process from slopes 1:3 and 1:2, see fur-

ther below.  

The significant meaning of the phase shift  occurring together with reflection - depend-

ing on frequency, slope angle and surface properties – had been recognized by the author 

when investigating hollow revetment structures [18] [19]. Especially it had come out from such tests 

of scale 1:5 that by means of appropriate interference of hollow blocks with the washing 

movement not only the wave run-up and the breaker height could significantly be reduced, 

but also the breaker type and its relative position on the slope face was modified.  

This is why the author had arrived at a more differentiated perspective regarding the 

breaking process of waves at rather steep sloping structures in such a way that a variable phase 

difference between the incident and reflected wave plays an important part in the reflection 

process [16], [18]: 

In the author's view not only the phenomena of reflection and dissipation have to be 

considered for describing the wave breaking process, but transmission too; just like an 

analogue of electromagnetic waves at uniform planar interfaces: In the course of the dis-

sipating wave breaking process, a wave pulse of transmission evolves from the initial in-

cident wave at the landward side, while a reflected wave is produced on the seaward side 

at the same time. The wave pulse of transmission is characterized by a wave height 

Ht  <  Hi, the wave length Lt  <  Li and phase velocity ct  <  ci, and also the reflected wave 

height is Hr  <  Hi.  

In this process it is essential that evidently due to the law of conservation of momentum, 

the positive water level deflection of the transmitted wave pulse postulates locally a nega-

tive water level deflection of the reflecting wave. Hence, the superimposition of incident 

and reflected waves results in a partially standing wave comprising of a phase jump , 

whose manifestation decides on the one hand on the partial clapotis’ position relative to 

the structure, and on the other hand at least may be decisive for the breaker’s kinematics. 
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The subsequent discussion is motivated by the intention to reassess existing measuring 

data by considering the new findings illustrated above. Actually the existence of a Storm Wave 

Resonance Effect (SWR) discussed in [14] and [15] is supported.  

2.   R e s o n a n t   B a s i n   O s c i l l a t i o n s   a t   N a t u r a l  C o a s t s  

Considering such conditions, the investigations on Storm Wave Resonance (SWR) [14] 

had been limited to 5 of 16 storm surge measurements, within a time span of 30 hours, at 

which maximum water levels had been measured, cf. Fig.02.  

Because of the very powerful spectra, it appeared obvious to assume that mechanisms, 

known so far only from long-wave excitations of water volumes in bights or harbors (eventu-

ally by Tsunami), can be the reason for higher-frequency maritime excitations as well.  

In this connection it is of particular importance that even harbors with exceedingly irreg-

ular shapes do oscillate with remarkable regularity and do not need the boundary conditions 

of an open or semi-enclosed basin in order to produce distinct regular standing wave patterns. 

Moreover already Bascom [20] and others report that water masses on the continental shelf 

can perform seiches-like oscillations also. And it is hardly surprising that the reason for the 

generation of the largest waves ever recorded by scientific instruments in the ‘Rockall Trough’ 

(West of Scotland) is assumed to be due to unknown resonance mechanisms [21]. 

Not to forget ‘edge waves’, which are interpreted by researchers as a resonance phenom-

enon with the particularity that they often appear as sub-harmonic coast parallel oscillations [22]. 

Actually the author was able to show that for the generation of resonant conditions of 

various volumes of water (like the content of a wave flume or the volume contained in the 

measuring profile of Fig. 01), in a first approximation it is sufficient to have a prismatic volume 

of water (in a basin bounded by vertical walls, Fig.03) acting as a resonator. 

 

It is known that in this case the natural fre-

quencies, belonging to the mode shapes of 

Fig.03 (perfect standing waves), can be calcu-

lated using Merian’s (1828) formula (01) 

 

 

         (1) 

 

Where 

D = horizontal wall distance 

c  =wave celerity 

n = harmonic number 

 

n = 0 denotes the fundamental oscillation and 

n  = 1, 2, 3…are named first, second, third har-

monic etc. 

Contrary to Merian, who simply used 𝑐 = √𝑔𝑑 in his formula, at a spectral treatment it 

is necessary to use the quasi measured phase velocities (depending on frequency) c(AD)(f), 

- especially for the purpose of extracting the harmonic numbers n(f).  

Fig.03: The first 4 theoretical mode shapes of 
natural oscillations in a basin confined by verti-

cal walls at the front end and at the rear end. 
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Based on model experiments of scale 1:5, the author had claimed that besides Positive 

Total Reflection (PTR) at water waves there exists also the theoretical limiting case of Negative 

Total Reflection (NTR) [16]. Hence, the circumstances for its approximate occurrence in na-

ture can be described by defining a complex reflection coefficient (CRC)  𝛤 = 𝐶𝑟𝑒𝑖𝜑   [18]. 

 

More specifically: The investigations in a 

wave tank had shown that close to rather 

steep slopes an incomplete node (in accordance 

with a minimum of energy) exists more dis-

tinctly than an incomplete loop (in accordance 

with a maximum of energy). Thus evidently a 

phase jump occurs. 

Accordingly the natural frequencies of a 

wave tank, approximated by a basin confined 

by a vertical wall (at the hinge of the wave 

maker) and an inclined wall (slope) (at the op-

posite end), can be estimated more appropri-

ately in using the following formula, consider-

ing the standing wave mode shapes of Fig.04, 

than by formula (1). 

 

 

 
             (2) 

 

Solving Formula (2) with respect to harmonic numbers n(f)[-], yields formula (3):  

 

        (3) 
 

 

As an example concerning this matter, the improved results of basin oscillations of the 

wave tank used are shown in Fig.05 [16]. 

In that regard, it should be pointed out that resonant higher harmonics (partial standing 

waves) occurred with ordinal numbers 4  n  9, which had been found in using formula (3) 

applying the horizontal distance D = 11.638m. 

Moreover, it is to be seen clearly that the mode numbers correspond to sub-frequency 

ranges, which are marked by anomalous dispersion dc/df > 0 and thus by resonance. 
  

Fig.04: The first 4 theoretical mode 

shapes of natural oscillations of a basin, con-

fined by a vertical wall at the front end and 

by a slope at the distance D. 
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Close to the point of resonance the measured component-lengths L(AD) (AD = anomalous 

dispersion)1 tend to a fairly constant value, which is obviously the reason for the phase veloc-

ities c(AD) to behave anomalously.  

As a consequence L(AD) and c(AD) progressively differ from the theoretical values L(ND) 

and c(ND), with decreasing frequency downwards and with increasing frequency upwards. 

It should be noted here that the calculated resonance-frequencies match fairly exactly the inter-

section points of L(ND) and L(AD) on the one hand, and of c(ND) and c(AD) on the other 

- only for waves of lengths 3.58m (n = 5; f ≈ 0.52Hz) and 4.21m (n = 6; f ≈ 0.59Hz), which 

carry maximum wave energies. That feature is well known also from resonance absorption of 

electromagnetic waves in dielectrics [11]. Among other things, the increasing deviation for 

higher and lower frequencies may be due to the fact that the spectral analysis is not sufficiently 

reliable at the remaining harmonic resonance frequencies in the above mentioned sense.  

At this place it has to be mentioned that the reported results on negative reflection at a slope 

1:3 are due to the boundary conditions existing in the BUAS wave tank including such as non-

quantifiable (frequency dependent) damping effects. More details are contained in [14] [15] 

[16] [17]. 

According to the definition of a Complex Reflection Coefficient (CRC)  𝛤 = 𝐶𝑟𝑒𝑖𝜑(with 

magnitude Cr = Hr/Hi and phase(difference) ) the negative reflection condition is assigned 

1 The expression in brackets (AD) had been used in earlier publications and denotes val-

ues to be retraced to measurements (quasi measurements = derived from a different meas-

ured quantity) basically characterizing anomalous dispersion (dc/df > 0 and dc/dL < 0 re-

spectively). Contrary the parenthesized expression (ND) stands for normal dispersion 

(dc/df ≤ 0 and dc/dL ≥ 0 respectively) according to the classical dispersion relation. 

Fig.05: Component length L, phase velocities c and harmonic numbers n  
plotted with frequency. 
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as the condition at which the incomplete node of a partial standing wave is closer to the re-

flecting slope than the incomplete loop nearest to the slope - thus at phase differences 

90⁰<  < 270⁰. 

At storm surge conditions on natural coasts, however, the negative reflection will hardly 

occur impressively. Either the local boundary conditions support the formation of surging 

breakers.   

In the case of reflection from the foot of the dune at a slope angle ≥ 30°or from the bluff, 

however, in nature almost exclusively positive reflection will occur. As shown in the men-

tioned investigations, this is not true to the frequency range 0,4Hz ≤ f ≤ 0,8Hz (wave lengths 

L < 6m). Such a presumption can, however, be extrapolated, for instance, from the results on 

a smooth revetment 1:3 for natural wave lengths L > 12m [18] 

The author summarizes in this respect that the formation of positive or negative reflection 

in a natural scale is predominantly governed by frequency (besides other influences). 

In other words, with respect to the positive reflection, the effect of surface roughness of 

a reflecting structure is the less important the longer the waves are.  

If the storm wave resonance (SWR) at 

Sylt Island (cf. [14] and [15]) is mainly re-

garded to be due to basin oscillations be-

tween the sand ridge and the beach (Fig.01), 

the kind of reflection at both sides of the 

basin can be supposed to be positive, alt-

hough the ridge is an underwater structure. 

This is because significant wave lengths are 

L > 40m >> 12m.  

(Moreover it may be noted: Even in a 

small scale model basin, comprising of nega-

tive slope reflections (at phase shifts 

90⁰ <  < 270⁰) at both sides, according 

to Fig.06 the same formula (1) is applicable 

as for Fig.03.) 

Hence, the storm wave resonance at 

Sylt Island concerning the basin between 

beach and ridge (Fig.01), had reasonably 

been explained by the adapting lengths of neighboring frequency components to the existing 

boundaries, in using mode numbers basing on formula (1), although the distance dune – ridge 

at first sight cannot be related to the found wave lengths.  

The anomalous behavior of the phase velocities corresponding with the above length ad-

aptations, meaning that the ADE primarily consists in a marked deviation from weak normal disper-

sion close to distinct resonance points, had, however, not yet become sufficiently clear:  

In [14] (and in further previous publications of this matter) the quasi measured anomalous 

dispersion function c(AD)(f) and the classical theoretic normal dispersion function c(ND)(f) 

had be contrasted with respect to the total energy containing frequency range. And the result had 

been considered to be sufficient for the proof of the resonance condition.  

Possible doubts, on the one hand with regard to the measured phase velocities concerning 

the unsteady coherence function, or on the other hand with respect to the theoretical disper-

sion relation in view of doubtful estimated water depths, had been ignored.   

Fig.06: The first 4 theoretical mode shapes 

of natural oscillations of a water body assigned 

by sloping walls, due to which phase jumps of 

 = 180⁰ and thus negative total reflection 

occurs.  
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By contrast first of all the deviations of the measured values of c(AD)(f) from the classical 

dispersion function close to the peak frequency fP shall be put into the focal point of analysis 

and be illustrated exemplarily for measurement number 4 (dated December 13, 1973, 17:00) 

by Figures 07 to 12. 

Actually the anomalous dispersion dc/df > 0 is strongest especially in the very narrow 

frequency band around the long-wave peak (fP ≈ 0,09Hz) combined with rather high coher-

ence values. Moreover an ADE can also be recognized clearly for the second harmonic also 

together with high coherence at fP2 ≈ 0.18Hz. 

Similar to what is seen from Fig.05 regarding the wave tank investigations, also for the 

high energetic field measurements, it is supposed that the measured values of c(AD)(f) (respec-

tively its best-fit curve) match the theoretical phase velocity c(ND)(f) in the very neighborhood 

of the resonance frequency f = fP according to the main peak. 

Considering the conditions specified above, the water depth d in the classical dispersion 

function c(ND)(f) appears to be remarkably lower than that used for calculating the respective 

comparison function in [14] and [15] – namely 2,1 < 3,7m. 2 

2 The problematic nature concerning reliable local water depths is evidenced by comparing 

the image documents of appendices 4.1 and 4.2. Actually it can be seen that there was an 

immense removal of sand during the storm surges. Accordingly the water depths in [14] 

had been estimated bigger than they had actually been measured in [1] at station 100m in 

using a pressure sensor.  

If, however, the phenomenon of anomalous dispersion is strictly seen in the above specified 

way as the deviation from the theoretical normal dispersion function close to a resonance 

Fig.07: Synchronously measured energy spectra of storm waves at stations 

100m and 85m. Measurement No. 4. Long wave peak at fp ≈ 0.09 Hz. 
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As to be seen from Figures 08 and 09, on the one hand the measured values of c(AD)(f) 

deviate from c(ND)(f) with increasing distance from the point of resonance with lower fre-

quencies downwards and with increasing frequencies upwards, and on the other hand also the 

component lengths L(AD) close to the resonance frequency (fP ≈ 0,09Hz; first harmonic) tend 

to a constant value - though not so distinct as it is to be seen from Fig.05. Confidence in this 

case is documented by the impressive coherence value of )(
2

fxy  > 0.9.  

For the purpose of further clarification in Figures 10 and 11 the line spectra of energy 

densities ED(L) are plotted with reference to stations 100m and 85m. Such values, related to 

discrete wave lengths had been calculated by summing up the single amounts of energy den-

sities of frequency components having nearly equal wave lengths. With reference to station 

100m the maximum energy density maxED(L) ≈ 10m2/Hz belongs to a wave length L(AD) 

= 47.6m ( ≈ 50m). By contrast in the frequency spectrum there is a maximum energy density 

of about maxEP(f) ≈ 3.6m2/Hz only, but the wave length (resonance wave length) is the same 

in both cases calculated for d = 2,1m (<3,7m) cf. Fig.10. 

Fig. 11 contains additionally the phase velocity spectra of Fig.8 referring to wave lengths. In 

the spectrum c(AD)(L) the resonance is impressively marked by a jump according to 

dc/dL± ∞. 
More detailed information can be found in reference no. [14] and [15]: 

The 5 images of measurement No.4 contained in Annex 2a of [14] or in Figures 11 to 15 of [15] respectively, 

corresponding to Figures 7 through 11, meet approximately the resonance conditions of the second harmonic (at 

Coherence ≈ 0.7). Because in this case the point of intersection between c(AD) and c(ND) (belonging 

to water depth d = 3.7m > 2.1m) is very close to the resonance frequency f ≈ 0.18Hz respectively to the reso-

nance wave length L ≈ 32.7m. 

Note that quasi a bigger water depth is needed for the approximation of c(AD) and c(ND) close to the point of 

the second harmonic resonance than for the first harmonic resonance. This seems to be an indication that the 

classical dispersion relation is less adequate for 3-D high energy sea states than for the rather 2-D conditions in 

a wave tank.  

 

By contrast, the global anomalous behavior of the phase velocity c(AD)(f), to be seen from Fig. 8, 

possibly can be explained by the fact that high energy spectra possess the peaks of several wave 

systems, whose points of resonance are close together, cf. Annex 4.4, Fig.09 and particularly 

measurements 9, 10 and 11 in reference No. [14].  

By this reason perhaps also the similar phenomenon of global anomalous dispersion with 

reference to electromagnetic waves (spanning frequencies from radio waves to X-rays) can be 

explained, cf. reference [14], Fig.2 or [15], Fig.1 respectively. 

 

frequency, the approximate water depth is found necessarily by the fact that the proper 

theoretical dispersion function can be calculated only by applying the correct water depth.  

If the later water depth (and phase velocity) is found in correspondence to the main peak, 

- according to the measurements - it matches the resonance points of the higher harmonics 

to a certain extent only. 

In that sense, however, it cannot be started from the fact that the classical dispersion is 

valid in any case.  

)(
2

fxy
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Fig. 8: Spectra of phase velocities c(f), lengths L(f) of frequency components 

and coherence )(
2

fxy ., 

Fig.9: Magnified spectra of the lengths L(f) and of the order numbers n(f) of 

basin oscillations. 
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Fig.10: Energy Spectra transferred to the length axis in using the classical dis-

persion relation and Line Spectra of energy density ED(L) in using the Anomalous 

Length Spectrum L(AD)(f). 

Fig.11: Phase Velocities c(ND)(L) and c(AD)(L), Harmonic Numbers n(L) and 

Line Spectra of Energy Density ED(L). 
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3.   F o r m a t i o n   o f   P a r t i a l   S t a n d i n g   W a v e s 

Contrary to the well-known harmful effects of wave reflection from Sylt’s historical nearly 

vertical seawall, there are probably no papers on reflection effects from the dunes on the one 

hand and from the bluff between Wennigstedt and Kampen on the other. 

In principle the effect of wave reflection from natural coasts comprising of upstream-beaches are still 

probably underestimated in relation to the other surf effects, because at such coasts reflection 

can achieve the upper hand only at a surge condition characterized by a high water level and a 

steep slope formation.  

In the following partial standing waves of considerable intensity - forming the essential 

preconditions of wave resonances – can be evidenced from the total evolution of the storm 

surge series.  

For that purpose Fig.12 contains the cumulative spectrum energy E = σ2  [cm2] (Integrated 

Spectrum Area) of the frequency range 0 ≤ f ≤ 3.125Hz with reference to measuring stations 

100m and 85m for the total measuring period of about 30 hours, cf. Appendix 4.3. 

Similar graphical presentations of wave energy had yet been analyzed extensively in 1976 

with respect to different frequency bands [4], [3].  

(In order to emphasize the rareness of such high energetic storm surge recordings (with 

maximum energy densities of max EfP = 4.38 m2/Hz and cumulated maximum energies of 

maxE = max σ2 ≈5300 cm2) in that publications also measurements had been documented 

representing attenuating cumulated wave energies of E = σ2 ≈1100 cm2 at Beaufort 6 and 

E = σ2 ≈650 cm2 at Beaufort 3). 
  

Fig.12: Spectral Energy E = σ2 [cm2] of Frequency Range 0 ≤ f ≤ 3.125Hz on De-

cember 13 and 14, 1973, comprising 16 measurement intervals, referring to measuring 

stations 100m and 85m [4]. Abscissa: Starting times of measurements. 
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At this place, once again the temporary phenomenon of a higher cumulative spectrum en-

ergy at station 85m (partly at breaking waves) than at station 100m (unbroken waves) shall be 

analyzed, cf. Fig.12. This time, however, especially considering reflection effects from the dune at 

high water levels. 

Formerly this phenomenon had been explained solely by refraction effects due to waves fo-

cusing on station 85m. 

Basing on the co-cumulative spectra (CCS) of the 16 measuring intervals with reference 

to the frequency range 0 ≤ f ≤ 3.125Hz, there had not been sufficiently satisfactory statements 

except for the one that the energy of breaking waves is distributed over a wider frequency 

range. 

By contrast basing on Figures 13 to 16, at this place criteria of differently unstable waves 

would be desirably derived from the degree of the gradient dE/df > 0. 

While it is clear that increasingly higher frequencies are necessary for the representation 

of steepening and finally breaking waves, even higher frequencies will be needed for describing 

broken waves.  

Figures 13 and 14 show the curves of different variances  

 

𝐸 = 𝜎𝜂
2 = ∫ 𝐺𝜂𝜂

𝑓𝑖

0
(𝑓)𝑑𝑓  

 

related to both measuring stations, representing the wave energies of i = 6 frequency 

ranges 0 ≤ f ≤ fi . The limiting frequencies are f1 = 0.05Hz, f2=0.12Hz, f3  =0.2Hz, f4  =0.37Hz, 

f5 =1.0Hz and f6 =3.125Hz. 

In addition to the author’s remarks in [3] and [4], at first a statement is given especially regard-

ing the high frequency energy with respect to the wave stability.  

Obviously phenomena of wave breaking are starting yet below 0.3Hz and produce energy 

densities up to rather more than 1Hz, cf. items 1-16 of Appendix 4.3. But surely wave induced 

energy densities will not extend to the maximum frequency fmax  =  3.125Hz limiting the spectral 

calculations. 

Fig.13: Distribution of the Measured Wave Energy E = 𝜎𝜂
2 = ∫ 𝐺𝜂𝜂

𝑓𝑖

0
(𝑓)𝑑𝑓 in i = 6 Partial 

Frequency Ranges on December 13/14, 1973 at station 100m. 
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Because the total analog raw data of the measurements, however, regrettably had been 

destroyed, the real upper limiting frequency 1Hz < f < fmax of wave induced energy densities 

can no longer be identified. 

Moreover only speculation is possible on the kind of wave breaking, because statements on 

the position of partial standing waves relative to the effective point of reflection and respec-

tively the phase of the complex reflection coefficient Γ (CRC) [18] , cannot be made. 

The inspection of the energy in the high frequency partial range 1.0 ≤ f ≤3.125Hz, how-

ever, is remarkable.  

While big increases of energy in this range of maximum frequencies nearly occur all the 

time (at 14 of 16 measuring intervals, thus except at 15:30 and at 2:18) at station 85m 

(Fig.14), this is true to station 100m at low water levels only,- namely at intervals 14.00 – 

15:30, 22:18 – 23:48 and 15:26 – 18:25. 

Vice versa in this frequency range at highest water levels only, there is no significant increase 

of energy at station 85m, whereas this is the normal case at station 100m, except for the men-

tioned ones.  

According to that factual circumstances, it can be concluded that energy shifts into this 

high frequency range at high water levels can be associated only with a partial wave instability, 

say white capping. 

Intense wave breaking is, however, marked by high gradients dE/df in the partial frequency 

ranges neighboring downwards. 

For instance in Fig. 15, it is demonstrated by measurement No 8 at station 85m that wave 

breaking is indicated by still increasing energy densities at frequencies above 0.3Hz and 

dE_85/df > 0 even at f = 1.0Hz. 

By contrast, there is almost no energy increase to be watched at station 100m at f = 1.0Hz. 

This is also true to the following measurements No 9 starting at 00:48, at both measuring 

stations, cf. Fig.16. 

Fig.14: Distribution of the Measured Wave Energy E = 𝜎𝜂
2 = ∫ 𝐺𝜂𝜂

𝑓𝑖

0
(𝑓)𝑑𝑓 in 

i = 6 Partial Frequency Ranges on December 13/14, 1973 at station 85m. 
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Sea states characterized by the typical data configuration of Fig. 15, describing stable waves at 

station100m while there are breaking waves at station 85m, are of particular importance, be-

cause the co-cumulative spectrum belonging to station 85m shows a bigger energy content at 

f = 1Hz than that belonging to station 100m. Actually this condition is repeated by 9 of 16 

measurements, cf. Appendix 4.3. 

This is an indication that possibly the energy of the quasi stable waves of Fig.16 does not 

necessarily decrease from station 100m to station 85m merely due to friction effects, but en-

ergy containing partial standing waves are positioned such that their loops are close to station 

100m or their nodes are close to station 85m respectively. Such conditions also apply to the 

remaining 7 measurements.  

Vice versa, according to Fig.15 it is also plausible that there are small stable water level deflec-

tions close to a node of partial standing waves near station 100m, while the bigger water level 

deflections close to the loop of partial standing waves near station 85m combined with the 

smaller water depth at this location are responsible for breaking waves. 

Fig.15: Energy spectra and Co-cumulative 

spectra of frequency range 0 ≤ f ≤ 1.0Hz 

(Measurement No 8, Dec.13, 23:48). En-

ergy of breaking partial standing waves at sta-

tion 85m bigger than at station 100m. 

Fig.16: Energy spectra and Co-cumulative 

spectra of frequency range 0 ≤ f ≤ 1.0Hz 

(Measurement No 9, Dec.14, 00:48). Energy 

of non-breaking partial standing waves at sta-

tion 100m bigger than at station 85m. 
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For demonstration purposes of the above reflection events, in the following once again refer-

ence is made to those measurements which had previously been analyzed with respect to the 

storm wave resonance [14]. They comprise 3 measurements each starting on December 13, 

1973 at 15:30 and on December 14, 1973 at 0:48, assigned by maximum water levels exclu-

sively.  

That measurements are characterized by stable3, non-breaking waves at both measuring sta-

tions, so that the energy decrease from station 100m to station 85m can largely be attributed 

to the phase difference of the partial standing waves existing with respect to the two stations.  

For the measurements mentioned above the analyses in [14] had delivered resonant wave 

lengths in between 40 and 60m.  (40m ≤ L ≤60m.) That is why exemplarily a wave length of 

50m is used for the design of Fig.17. Moreover the wave length of measurement No 4 dated 

December 13, 1973, 17:00, interpreted by Figures 7 to 11, is rather close to this value. 

Because of the fact that 3 storm surge events had happened in November and December 

1973 just before the measurements, referred to here, had been carried out, a strong reference 

to the former origin of the coordinate system at the foot of the dune, cf. Fig.01, cannot be 

3 Water level deflections according to steep and broken Clapotis waves should be rare at 

the dune as well as at the ridge, because the slope angles sufficiently deviate from the 

vertical (in accordance with phase angle  ≠ 0⁰ of positive reflection coefficient). Alt-

hough breakers towards wave propagation direction can exist.  

Fig.17: A. Theoretic start configuration: Partial standing wave of wave length L = 50m at the foot 

of the dune. 

B. Red arrows: large water level deflections (wld) at station 100m, small wld at station 85m. 

C. Green arrows: small differences of small wld at stations 100m and 85m. 

D. Green arrows: small differences of big wld at stations 100m and 85m. 

E. Red arrows: large wld at station 100m, small wld at station 85m. 
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established. Actually the removal of material had caused a shifting of the foot of the dune by 

several meters landward, so that a detection of the former point of reflection was no longer 

possible. 

In case, however, a partial standing wave of length L = 50m is assigned to the start con-

figuration, according to case A in Fig.17, an incomplete loop could have rather been positioned 

close to station 100m and an incomplete node close to station 85m. 

Except for the above claim of positive reflection at the dune (according to 90° <  < +90°) 
one can only speculate about a more precise position of the partial standing wave, because 

 the exact position of the reflection point at the dune is unknown (origin of coordi-

nates  ≠ foot of the dune) 

 the horizontal wave asymmetry and the upsetting deformation both increase with the 

approach to the reflection point, cf. [18] and [19]  

 the position of the spectral peak is going to be changed due to superimposed acceler-

ated currents. 

In case, however, the phase difference referring to stations 100m and 85m is regarded as the 

key determinant with respect to this item, the decreasing difference ΔE ≈ 1020cm2 (= (3668,4 – 

2518,2) – (3204,0 – 3074,4)) - within the time span 15:30 to 18:45 on December 13, 1973 - 

possibly can point to a coastward Clapotis shift of about 4 to 5m, cf. relative Clapotis positions 

B and C.  

A similar result applies to the increasing difference ΔE ≈ 468cm2 (= (5277,6 – 4197,6) – 

(4208,4 – 3596,4)) - within the time span 00:48 to 03:46 on December 14, 1973.  

Also a Clapotis shift of 4 to 5m is found, cf. relative Clapotis positions D and E. 

Clapotis shifts of the magnitude mentioned above within a time span of about 3 hours 

(i.e. approx.1.5m/h) might be realistic to occur due to dune erosion during heavy storm surge 

conditions; especially at high tide levels accompanied by values of energy E = σ2 ≥ 4000 cm2 , 

cf. Fig.02, and hence match a scenario characterized by reflection and resonance.  

Finally it is intended to discuss once again the variable distribution of the energy densities within 

the energy spectra of the two measuring stations. This is also done for stable, non-breaking waves 

at both measuring stations only, so that the differences of energy densities at stations 100m 

and 85m should largely be attributed to the differing phase differences of the partial standing waves 

existing with respect to the two stations and are not caused by surf effects.  

The treatment of the water volume, covering the beach and the foreshore area, as a basin’s 

oscillating content, is important, because its maximum amplitudes (displacements) can only 

occur at places corresponding to the loops of partial standing waves. Hence it is clear that 

probably not the maximum energies are included in the present analysis of measurements.  

Contrary to the measurements 3, 4, and 5 at very high storm tide water levels on Decem-

ber 13, 1973, each characterized by one dominant peak in the frequency range 

0,073 ≤ f1 ≤ 0,11Hz (see Fig.7-11), on December 14, 1973 at even higher water levels at least 

2 dominant wave systems can be identified from the sequence of the measurements 9, 10 and 11 

(see Appendix 4.3) each possessing different higher harmonics. 

From the measurements 9 (starting 0:48) and 11 (starting 3:46), characterized in [14] by 

bimodal energy spectra, spots of resonance had been derived by the shape of the functions 

c(AD)(f) corresponding to harmonics numbers 0 to 3 for each of the two wave systems. 
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In Figures 18 to 20 of the present publication, this feature is examined further with respect 

to measurement no. 10, characterizing the broad unimodal energy spectrum with the maximum 

energy densities measured at all. 

 

Fig. 18: Energy Spectra of measurement No. 10. Quasi measured oscillatory phase veloc-

ity function c(AD) at considerable Coherence values, to be compared with c(ND) accord-

ing to the classical dispersion relation. 

Fig. 19: Component length spectra L(f) together with ordinal harmonic numbers n(f). 

L(AV)(f) denotes the smoothed values of L(AD)(f) and L(ND)(f) are the theoretical 

values according to water depth d = 2.7m. The harmonic ordinal numbers of basin os-

cillations are characterized by the lengths of the first harmonics given in the figure.  
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In Fig.18 the energy spectra of measurement No. 10 are shown together with the quasi meas-

ured (oscillatory) phase velocity function c(AD)(f) and the Coherence-function. Additionally 

c(ND)(f) is plotted according to the classical dispersion relation 

The wave length spectrum L(AD)(f) derived from c(AD)(f) is to be seen in Fig.19 together 

with a smoothed (linearized) version L(AV)(f) to be compared with the theoretical length spec-

trum L(ND)(f) calculated for water depth d = 2.7m.  

Moreover the harmonic ordinal numbers of the two wave systems according to for-

mula (1) basing on the first harmonics (L1A ≈ 69.8m and L1B ≈ 54.91m respectively) are shown. 

The second harmonics wave length are L2A ≈ 46.89m and L2B ≈ 38.73m. 

Hence, the broad peak can be attributed notably to the presence of 4 resonance points 

belonging to the first and second harmonics of the two wave systems. This could yet have 

been read from the 4 oscillations in the phase velocity plot c(AD)(f) of Fig.18 in the frequency 

range 0,05 ≤ f ≤ 0,135Hz.  

Using the generation law L(n) = L(n=0)/(n+1) the lengths of the fundamentals can be 

estimated as L0A ≈ 140m and L0B ≈ 115m. With respect to the distance beach – ridge, such 

values apparently are of some relevance, because energy density is still remarkable at those 

frequencies.  

Fig.20 shows the transformation of the data from Figures 18 and 19 to the lengths – axis. 

Such a presentation seems to be useful, because the resonance points are marked not only by 

Fig.20: Energy density spectra transformed to the length axis in using the clas-

sical dispersion relationship. Line spectra of the energy density ED(L), calculated 

on the basis of the anomalous Length Spectrum L(AD)(f). Also the phase veloci-

ties and the ordinal numbers of the harmonic basin oscillations are plotted with 

reference to the wave lengths. 
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the ordinal numbers of the harmonics but also by jumps in the function of the phase velocities 

c(AD)(L). 

It is particularly noteworthy that not only multimodal but also (wideband) unimodal en-

ergy density spectra can be formed by several neighboring points of resonance especially at high en-

ergetic storm surges. Such conditions can be identified by the feature that alternating sections 

of anomalous and normal dispersion exist in the frequency range of considerable energy den-

sities. 

Because of such a feature also the global (averaged) anomalous dispersion considering nearly 

the whole energy containing frequency range, can be explained, which is similar to adopting 

smoothing techniques on the total electromagnetic spectrum in between radio waves and X-

rays, cf. Abb.2 in [14] or Fig.1 in [15]. 

A separate treatment on resonance and anomalous dispersion is contained in [23] 

 

 

4.1   A p p e n d i x  1:  Image Documents of the wave measurement profile before 

storm surges of December 13, 1973 

 
Condition of the measurement profile after 3 storm surge periods in November 1973, 

19/20 and 24/25 and in December 1973, 6/7. 

 

Sand-material, eroded from the foot of the dune, had deposited on the beach massively. 

Because measuring devices and cables covered by sand had to be exposed by engine power, 

some sand depots had been created, see Image 1. 

Since most of the measuring devices had given up just during the preceded storm surges, 

at station 85m a two channel electromagnetic current-meter and wave gauges at stations 85m 

and 100m only had been available for data recording on electromagnetic tape on December 

13/14.  

Image 1: Seaward measuring stations at 60m, 80m and 100m.  

Stations 120m and 128m damaged. 
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Photographs taken on Dec. 11, 1973 

Image 2: Guide of the cable route on the seaward dune slope and underfloor the 

beach along the piles of the measuring stations 0m, 20m and 40m. 
 

Image 3: Boardwalk positioned little landward from the foot of the dune close to the 

reference-zero-point of the measuring profile, which is marked by pile station 0m. 

Guide of cables below the boardwalk planking. 
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4.2   A p p e n d i x  2: Image documents of the wave measurement profile after the 

storm surges of December 13/14, 1973.  

 

 

 

Image 4: The high pile marks the measuring station 40m at low water level.  
 

Image 5: Relative locations of the boardwalk and the eroded foot of the dune. 
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During the storm surge period enormous quantities of sand had been eroded from the beach 

and had been flushed into the sea, with the consequences that the cables had been excavated 

and sag freely between supports of distance 5m, see Image 4. 

Because of the loss of sand from the beach, at mean high water level the wetting of the beach 

extends to measuring station 20m (see the snow-covered area at the right side of Image 4).  

Erosion by waves locally had produced much steeper slopes at the foot of the dune, which 

was the reason, why the cables had to be untangled and re-positioned on the beach (Image 6) 

instead of their previous location very close to the planking of the boardwalk, see Image 3. 

The supporting structure of the boardwalk is exposed to the open air nearly on the total 

former foundation depth (about 3m), with the consequence that its stability is no longer pre-

served and the structure had failed yet partly.  

The relocation of the dune´s foot due to erosion during the storm surges is estimated to 

approx. 12m.  

 

Approx. time of photographs taken: Dec. 15, 1973.  
  

Image 6: Eroded dune section landward of the boardwalk. 
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4.3  A p p e n d i x  3: S p e c t r a l  F u n c t I o n s 

 

Energy spectra and co-cumulative spectra of frequency ranges 0 ≤f ≤ 1Hz [4] belonging 

to measuring stations 100m and 85m. Each of the 16 data sets also includes the numerical 

values of the variances σ2 with reference to the maximum calculation frequency 3.125Hz. 
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Real measuring units of energy density [m2/Hz] requiring the ordinate value multiplied by 

0.008192.  

At measuring stations 85m, the marked gradients dE/df > 0 refer to 1Hz and indicate 

more or less intensely breaking waves. 
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4.4   A p p e n d i x  4: Image documents of wave measurements in the winter season 

1973 at the western coast of Sylt Island.  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Image 7: Measuring profile 

at the beginning of the 

measuring campaign: 

Breaking and broken 

waves at Mean High Wa-

ter (MHW). 
 

Image 8: Plunging breaker 
at MHW positionend 
seaward of pile 100m 
 
During the storm surge 
period Dec. 13/14,1973 
exclusivly coastward of pile 
100m. 

 

Image 9: Plunging breaker 

produced by two wave sys-

tems. 
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